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Quantifying sediment generation in humid tropical regions using cosmogenic nuclides – A proof of method
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We have been funded by the USARO to better understand natural rates of processes in a humid tropical watershed. This report details the progress we have made using grant support over the past year. It describes the research performed by Dv. Kyle Nichols and Paul R. Bierman.
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GOAL

Our overall goal was to constrain better the background or natural rate at which soil and rock surfaces are eroding and sediment is transported. We have collected 37 samples from the tropical, humid Rio Chagres watershed in Panama as a methodological test. Since the headwaters of the Rio Chagres watershed are remote, and relatively undisturbed by humans, it is an ideal tropical location to test the cosmogenic method. This ‘proof of method’ study in tropical environments has broadened the geographic scope over which cosmogenic nuclides can be used to understand societal and environmentally relevant geologic processes including erosion and sediment transport.

INTRODUCTION

Quantifying rates of landscape change is fundamental to understanding the natural environment and the persistence of human impacts. Natural rates of landscape change are often slow and imperceptible. Field monitoring techniques, often used to measure landscape change, are labor intensive and time consuming (e.g. Abrahams et al., 1984; Lekach and Schick, 1999). Such methods require personnel and intensive monitoring over several years to decades to understand rates of landscape change. Even after several years of data collection, it is difficult to extrapolate such short-term rates to longer, geologic rates of change because it is difficult to determine if the geomorphic events captured during the study period are representative of the long-term events that shape the landscape (Baker and Twidale, 1991; Kirchner et al., 2001). Furthermore, in order to understand the human impact on landscape processes, it is necessary to compare the present day rates to long-term average rates, which are often unavailable (Clapp et al., 2000; Trimble, 1999).

Over the past several years many studies have demonstrated the utility of analyzing cosmogenic nuclides in sediment in order to determine long-term average sediment
generation rates (Clapp et al., 2002, 2001, 2000; Nichols et al., 2002; Bierman et al., 2001a, 2001b; Kirchner et al., 2001; Matmon et al., 2001a, 2001b; Schaller et al., 2001; Bierman and Steig, 1996; Granger et al., 1996; Brown et al., 1995). Such long-term cosmogenic-nuclide-based sediment generation rates provide baseline data for comparison to present-day sediment generation rates. Without measuring such long-term average rates of sediment generation, it would be impossible to determine if the present day sediment export rates are greater (e.g. Clapp et al., 2000) or are less (e.g. Kirchner et al., 2001) than the long-term average. Furthermore, wide scale coverage allows one to determine areas of a basin that have high rates of sediment generation. By knowing the sediment generation rates at several locations in a basin, it is possible to develop a mixing model that tracks the sediment from the source areas through the drainage basin to the outlet (e.g. Clapp et al., 2002).

WORK ACCOMPLISHED

Our findings are detailed in a pair of abstracts as well as a paper that is in review. We measured in situ-produced cosmogenic $^{10}$Be in 17 sand-sized sediment samples (0.25 to 0.85 mm) to estimate the rate and distribution of sediment generation in the upper Chagres watershed over the last 20,000 years. Results suggest that the Chagres watershed is generating sediment uniformly. Nuclide activities of small tributary basins suggest basin-wide sediment generation rates between 143 to 354 tonnes km$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$ (average = 234 ± 74 tonnes km$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$; n = 7). The basin-wide sediment generation rates of large tributary basins are 248 to 281 tonnes km$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$ (average = 267 ± 97 tonnes km$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$; n = 3). The sample collected near Lake Alhajuela suggests that the entire basin is exporting sediment to Lake Alhajuela at a rate of 275 ± 62 tons km$^{-2}$ y$^{-1}$. These three sets of cosmogenic nuclide measurements all suggest that the Chagres basin (when considered on scales <5.2 km$^2$ to > 350 km$^2$) is generating sediment at ~270 tonnes km$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$. This long-term (background) sediment generation rate is the same as the estimate made from suspended sediment yield measured below the Chagres-Chico confluence from 1981 to 1996 (289 tonnes km$^{-2}$ y$^{-1}$). Such similarity implies contemporary and long-term sediment yields are similar. Thus, this basin is in long-term, erosional steady state.

Such a background sediment yield suggest it would take ~3,600 years to completely fill Lake Alhajuela, the reservoir for the Panama Canal. Taking into account the 2 to 3 fold increase in sediment yields for adjacent disturbed basins, the filling time is reduced to ~2,000 years. However, it would only take between 250 to 600 years to reduce the
reservoir capacity (69% of maximum) enough to drain the entire reservoir during climatic conditions similar to the 25% decrease in precipitation during the 1982 El Niño event. Such models highlight the importance of proper watershed management in order to reduce the sedimentation of Lake Alhajuela.

PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION

Bierman has been promoted to full professor based in part on the success of the work that he and his students have done as a result of this and other US ARO funding.

Nichols, a doctoral candidate supported by ARO when this grant was submitted and the initial work was done, is now in his second year as a tenure-track professor at Skidmore College.
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